0120-66-7527
Call ahead ordering at
no additional charge!
ADDRESS 8-15-32 Kitami Setagaya
Tokyo Japan
HOURS 9:00～19:00 （LO 18:30)
CLOSED WED & SUN
E-MAIL info@kitami-beanscoffee.com
HP
Search for【beans kitami】
Not Available for International Shipping

We are the coffee beans roasting company
Founded in 1988, BEANS KITAMI has been providing high-quality, fresh
coffee beans to the Kitami area and beyond. We roast our own beans in
small batches to provide optimum freshness. We also roast the beans
according your preference and taste (from light to dark roasts.)
BEANS KITAMI carries a wide range of beans from around the world.
About 50 kinds of raw beans are available at any given time.
In addition, we always have a stock of special limited-time beans.
Contact us for our specials!
It takes at least 20 minutes to
roast. If you are in a hurry, we
always have pre-roasted beans
ready for pickup.
We sell our beans according to
their raw, unroasted weight. After
roasting, the weight of the finished
product may vary (by about
10-20%) due to the loss of water
during the roast process. Thank
you for your understanding.

Discounts available for large quantity
orders. (Orders must be placed at
the same time. Not valid for
combined orders.)
600g 10% OFF 800g 15% OFF
1kg 20% OFF
facebook

Instagram

Single Origin
Brazil Santos Often used in blends, it is a popular bean with nutty notes and a
medium body. 840yen
Colombia Supremo Well balanced in aroma, acidity, and smoothness, it has
fruit, chocolate, and caramel notes with a medium body. 840yen
Sumatra Mandheling G1 Dark roasted to produce wild bitterness, it has
baked sweet potatoenotes with a city body. 980yen
Tanzania AA Grown on the slopes of Mt Kilimanjaro, it has a sharp, winy acidity
with a medium body. 890yen
Mocha Sidamo Grown in Ethiopia, the birthplace of coffee, this "natural" bean
has lemon and citrus notes with a light or medium body. 980yen
and more...

Original Blends
Bitter Blend(男前珈琲 Handsome)
A masculine, bitter blend with a Mandehling base, it balances wild bitterness and
strong flavor with no acidity and a city body. 980yen

Kitami(喜多見)Blend
Named for our hometown, it is well-balanced in aroma with a floral sweetness and
a medium body. A great option for those who do not know what to drink. 980yen

Mild Blend(べっぴんさん Beautygirl)
A feminine, mild blend, it is a unique coffee with the glamorous smell of mocha and
other delicious flavors with medium body 980yen
and more...

TAKE OUT MENU
Bring us own your bottle and we will happily fill it!
●
●

HOT/ICE COFFEE
HOT/ICE CAFE AU LAIT

270YEN
270YEN

●

COFFEE/CAFE AU LAIT FLOAT

370YEN

